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Panorama room

GPs in the forefront of the fight against influenza

Symposium jointly organized by EUROPREV and the European Scientific Working group on Influenza (ESWI)

ESWI...scientists fighting influenza
PROGRAMME

Opening of symposium
BY SESSION CHAIRS
MATEJA BULC (WONCA-EUROPREV) AND TED VAN ESSEN (ESWI)

Epidemiology of flu in the last decade: trends and fears
AB OSTERHAUS (RIZ HANNOVER AND ESWI CHAIR)

Who’s is at risk? Scientific evidence in support of flu vaccination of the elderly, young children, pregnant women and people with diabetes
TED VAN ESSEN (GP AND ESWI DIRECTOR)

The role of primary care physicians in influenza vaccination of patients and healthcare workers
JAIME CORREIA DE SOUSA, CHAIR OF THE INTERNATIONAL PRIMARY CARE RESPIRATORY GROUP (IPCRG)

Improving influenza guidelines for GPs
MATEJA BULC (WONCA-EUROPREV)

PLENARY DISCUSSION:
Improving influenza guidelines and strengthening the role of primary care physicians in influenza epidemics and pandemics